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ECONOMICS OF ENGINEERING DECISIONS 

Customer Value and Its Contribution to the Longevity of Relationship with 

Service Provider: the Case of Theatre Industry 

Aist  Dovalien , Regina Virvilait

Kauno technologijos universitetas 
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After there had been proved the benefits of customer 
retention for an enterprise, the numerous researchers were 

directed their efforts towards finding the best solutions to 

achieve customer relationship longevity. Identification of 
the main predictors of long-term customer relationships 

still is a relevant object of scientific researches. This 

article emphasizes that creation and delivery of unique 
customer value is a basis for most marketing decisions, 

enabling to attract new customer as well as to retain 

recent one. So the clarification of determinants of customer 
value becomes the main task for enterprises working in 

The analysis of more recent studies on question under 
investigation showed, that despite the abundance of 

scientific literature, still there is not reached consensus on 

customer value research possibilities as well as on the 
value concept itself. Furthermore disagreement occurs 

when considering customer value impact on behavioral 
intentions. Considering different methodological 

approaches analyzing customer value, it can be 

maintained that clarification of customer value, its 
determinants and their importance on customer 

relationships longevity is still relevant object for scientific 

discussions and necessitates further theoretical and 
empirical studies.  

Having analyzed scientific literature on the 

possibilities to identify the main factors influencing 
customer value creation and its delivery, it was pointed out 

that different concepts, which explain value creation and 

its delivering from customer perspective, are closely linked 
together, however, there is no any obvious criteria 

identified yet that might ensure the one best way to 

distinguish customer value determinants. So referring to a 
literature analysis the concept of extended product was 

chosen for identification of customer value determinants in 

order to reveal contribution of customer value to 
relationships longevity. It is suggested that components 

s levels might be viewed as 
the customer value determinants, and integration of 

customer evaluation analysis from the components 

viewpoint allows identifying critical enterprise activity 
areas related to customer relationship development and 

taking adequate customer retention decisions. 

Theatre sector is selected for the empirical research 
and analysis of theatre product and its attributes as 

customer value determinants is carried out. First of all an 

expression of customer value determinants in different 

theatres are presented, revealing its dependence on socio-

involvement into relationships with theatre. And finally, the 

relations between customer value determinants and 
customer longevity, expressed in terms of intention to visit 

once again, intention to recommend and intention to 

subscribe, was determined.  

Keywords: customer value, value determinants, long-

term relationships, customer behavioral 

intentions, theatre product. 

Introduction 

It has been widely acknowledged, that a choice of 

customer mainly depends on the value that a company 

offers him/her (e.g., Smith, Colgate, 2007; Zeithaml, 1988, 

Kuvykait , 2001; Egan, 2001; Christopher, Payne, 

Ballantyne, 2002; Payne and Holt, 2001; Tzokas and Saren, 

1997; Ravald and Gronroos, 1996; Gronroos, 1997; 

Woodruff, 1997; Cronin et al., 1997; Oliver, 1999 et al.). 

The creation of the best, unique customer value is 

considered as a basis for most marketing decisions, as the 

main factor that increases a competitive advantage and 

ensures customer loyalty.  

Despite the abundance of scientific literature on these 

themes, the analysis of more recent studies (e.g., Smith, 

Colgate, 2007; Wang et al., 2004; Huber et al., 2007) 

allows us to maintain, that still no consensus is reached on 

customer value research possibilities as well as on the 

value concept itself. Referring to the research performed 

by Payne and Holt (2001) it could be stated that customer 

value, its creation and provision are analyzed from many 

different perspectives, depending on the methodological 

approach which is taken into consideration. Moreover, the 

disagreement occurs when considering customer value 

impact on behavioral intentions. For example, results of 

the research performed by Lam et al. (2004), Wang et al. 

(2004) show, that customer value influence on customer 

rough customer satisfaction. 

Whereas Cronin et al. (1997), Cronin, Brady and Hult 

(2000) proved that there is a strong direct relation between 

customer value and customer behavioral intentions in 

different servise sectors that have been analyzed. 

Furthermore customer value in scientific literature 

traditionally is analyzed from transactional perspective, 

treating it as customer perceived value. Analyzing it in 

such way usually efforts are directed towards 



determination of customer perceived value impact on 

his/her behavior in the stage of making buying decisions. 

Acknowledging the importance of customer retention to 

the activity of service provider, value should be analyzed 

in adequacy with circumstance of changed marketing 

orientation.  

Thus the analysis of customer value remains a relevant 

object of both scientific and practical researches. In the 

context of orientation towards development of long-term 

relationships, customer value determines not only success 

of attraction of new customers, but the possibilities to 

maintain customer relationships as well. Considering 

above mentioned aspects, the problem of the research is 

formulated as the following question: what are the 

determinants of customer value and what kind of relations 

exists between them and the longevity of customer 

relationships?  

The aim of this paper: after the identification of 

determinants of customer value to clarify the relations 

between them and customer relationships longevity 

(expressed in terms of behavioral intentions) and to test it 

empirically in the case of theatre industry.  

Research object: customer value as a contributor to 

customer relationship longevity. 

Research methods: systemic and comparative analysis 

of scientific literature; empirical research employing 

quantitative survey method. 

Theoretical and empirical background  

Analysis of literature shows that exploration of 

customer value concept depends on the methodological 

approach selected. Referring to the literature (e.g. Payne, 

Holt, 2001) analysis there could be distinguished these 

main directions of customer value analysis: customer 

perceived value, extended product concept and analysis of 

possibilities of creation and delivering of the best value for 

customer. 

The concept of value in scientific literature when 

analyzing it from customer perspective, commonly is 

treated as relation between tw

sacrifices (Zeithalm, 1988; Kuvykait , 2001; Cronin et al., 

1997; Wang et al., 2004; Lam et al., 2004). This relation 

determines the preferences of customers towards different 

alternatives. Despite the universality of this definition, it 

could be maintained, that this point of view reflects the 

analysis of perceived customer value and its influence on 

customer buying behavior mainly from transactional 

perspective, emphasizing importance of unique value for 

customer when seeking what alternative to choose in initial 

stage of buying process. Sweeney, Soutar (2001) have 

explored customer value in more detailed and identified 

four types of value: emotional, social and two types of 

functional value. Like many others they examine customer 

perceived value. In this case the main attention is paid to 

customer attraction and customer value offered by product 

is analyzed determining cons

different sets of attributes before use of it. Besides this 

point of view has a limitation when providing services with 

intangibility, heterogeneity and other elements dominating.  

Acknowledging that customer value proposition 

determines not only customer attraction success (Zeithaml, 

1988, Kuvykait , 2001; Oliver, 1999 et al.), but also 

opportunities for customer relationship development (Egan, 

2001; Christopher et al., 2002; Payne and Holt, 2001; 

Tzokas and Saren, 1997; Ravald and Gronroos, 1996; 

Gronroos, 1997; Flint, Woodruff and Gardial, 1997), 

companies must evaluate those aspects of customer value 

proposition that determine the customer's decision to 

maintain or to terminate relationship with a company.  

In this context it is insufficient only to point out what 

benefits customer receives or what sacrifices he 

experiences. Referring to Boguslauskas, Valan ien  (2003, 

p.49) it is much more important to know what attributes of 

product offered determines these benefits or sacrifices. 

Identification and evaluation of these attributes allows to 

find out which of them needs to be maintained, modified or 

eliminated from the product in order to offer greater value 

to the customer (Temporal, Trott, 2001; Boguslauskas, 

Valan ien , 2003).  

The necessity to evaluate customer value proposition 

is reflected in different interpretations of customer value 

concept. According to them, value could be interpreted as 

satisfaction, which customer receives from the offer 

delivered (Tzokas, Saren, 1997, p.111) or as customer 

attitude towards the ability of product to satisfy his/her 

needs (Kuvykait , 2001, p.21). Similar like latter 

researches value treats Holbrook (1994). Flint et al. (1997) 

values, desired value and value judgments. Woodruff 

(1997) looks at desired value in more detail, proposing 

desired value hierarchies. According to him, desired value 

dimensions - the attributes, attribute performances, and 

1997, p.143). Referring to him desired value influence the 

as their evaluation of the experience is based on the same 

attributes, their performances, and consequences.  

Treating customer perceived value in above mentioned 

way it could be stated that in order to analyze customer 

value the identification of customer value influencing 

attributes is becoming a priority. For the same purpose, 

many researchers analyzing customer value concept, seek 

to clarify the process of value creation and delivering by 

identifying separate stages in it (Christopher et al. 2002; 

Payne, Holt, 2001; Lanning, Michaels, 1998). For example, 

and define four stages of it: 1) value definition; 2) value 

creation; 3) value delivering; and 4) value judgement. The 

decisions included in customer value delivering process 

proposed by those authors are useful for customer value 

analysis and could be treated as customer value 

determinants as well.  

The analysis of works of Payne, Holt (2001), Flint et al. 

(1997), Lanning, Michaels (1998), Christopher et al. 

(2002) confirms, that in order to create and deliver a 

unique customer value it is insufficient to analyse what 

important to understand what creates value for customer, to 

clarify the process of value creation and marketing 

decisions supporting it.  

Concept of extended product is another 

methodological approach useful for better understanding of 



customer value and attributes influencing it. There could 

be found various interpretations of extended product 

concept in scientific literature.

perception Levitt (1981) excludes five levels of product: 

essential benefit (service customer is buying), basic 

product, probable product, expanded product and potential 

product. Whereas Kotler (1992) excludes three levels of 

product: the core product, actual and augmented product. 

Hill et.al. (1999), Kolb (2000); Kotler and Scheff (1997) 

adapted extended product concept to performing arts. 

Literature analysis shows that despite different 

interpretations of extended product concept the idea of this 

concept remains unchanged: every additional level of 

product contributes to customer value. But there is still 

questioned the importance of those levels on customer 

behavioral intentions. Gabbott and Hogg (1998) have 

distinguished two levels of service product (core and 

peripheral) and determined that the importance of these 

position was strengthened by Kolb (2000) who emphasizes 

the importance of peripheral level of the performing arts 

product to both customer satisfaction and behavior. 

Directly applying the recommendations of above 

mentioned authors without thorough examination of the 

importance of different product level attributes to customer 

relationship longevity may lead to inappropriate customer 

retention decisions.  

Thus, based on an investigation of scientific literature it 

is proposed, referring to Boguslauskas, Valan ien  (2003); 

Gronroos (1997), that identification of distinct 

determinants of customer value proposition and evaluation 

of the importance of determinants identified has to be 

treated as a basis for customer value delivering process, 

which determines both company resource distribution and 

planning of value creation process for different customer 

groups.  

Literature analysis allows stating that different 

concepts, which explain value creation and its delivering 

from customer perspective, are closely linked together, 

however, there is no any obvious criteria identified yet that 

might ensure the one best way of distinguishing customer 

value determinants. Referring to a literature analysis the 

concept of extended product was chosen in order to reveal 

longevity. Components that comprise different product 

levels might be viewed as the customer value determinants, 

where integration of customer evaluation analysis from the 

components viewpoint allows identifying critical enterprise 

activity areas with regard to customer relationship 

development.  

But in order to clarify the relations between value 

determinants and customer relationships longevity it is 

crucial not only to identify value determinants, but also to 

relate them to consumer behaviour intentions. Referring on 

various researches (see, e.g., Cronin, Brady and Hult, 

2000; White, Schneider, 2000) on factors influencing long- 

term relationships it could be stated that customer 

longevity might be expressed in terms of customer 

behavioural intentions. Taking into consideration that there 

are two possibilities for treating customer behavioral 

intentions (as one-dimensional or multidimensional 

construct), in this article we refer to Soderlung (2006) and 

consider them as a multidimensional construct. In this way 

we seek to determine customer value relations with 

separate indicators of customer longevity. It is supposed 

that the results of such kind of analysis will lead to 

adequate customer retention decisions. 

Research design 

Theatre sector is selected for the empirical research 

and the analysis of theatre product and its attributes is 

carried out applying the extended product concept. Four 

main theatre product levels and their components were 

distinguished for uncovering the characteristics of the 

theatre product, which creates a customer value: 1)core 

benefit (play itself); 2) basic product (actors performance, 

stage direction, music, decorations, topics and actuality of 

repertoire); 3) extended product (price relevance, theatre 

location, cloackroom service, theatre atmosphere, tickets' 

availability, playtime, box-office, service personnel, 

response to requests and complains, toilets, etc., theatre 

coffee-bar, theatre interior, variety of repertoire, halls 

equipment, parking convenience); 4) whole product 

(possibility to communicate with actors, subscription 

system). Indeed, the components that comprise different 

theatre product levels can be approached as being the 

theatre product customer value determinants. Assessing 

customer evaluations of the determinant and their relations 

to customer behavioral intentions allow identifying critical 

theatre activity areas for customer relationship 

development. 

The most appropriate research method has been 

chosen according to the Churchill (1996), and Pranulis 

(1998) marketing research recommendations as well as to 

the suggestions of specific performing arts customer 

research analysts (Hill et al., 1999; Kolb, 2000; Kotler and 

Scheff, 1997). Having evaluated strengths and weaknesses 

of various research methods, selection of a survey is 

stipulated. However, interview by post or phone cannot be 

utilized in this research because of the lack of Lithuanian 

theatre customer databases. Therefore, the survey is 

considered as the most appropriate research method that 

suits to achieve the main aim 

determine which theatre product value determinants are 

most important pursuing long-term relationships with 

theatregoers.  

An instrument for the empirical study was constructed 

based on the: 1) theoretical studies; 2) results of the 

exploratory research. Purport of the instrument is related to 

the following aspects: theatre product customer value 

determinants, which were identified on the basis of 

theoretical studies applying extended product concept; and 

customer relationships longevity indicators, expressed in 

terms of customer behaviour intentions. It is worth 

mentioning that questions, which are related to the 

identification of customer relationship longevity, are 

constructed on the basis of Garbarino and Johnson (1999) 

methodology, and on the literature analysis performed. 

Three types of customer behavioural intentions in the case 

of theatre industry were identified: intentions to visit once 

again, intentions to recommend and intention to subscribe. 

The fourth possible type (intention to become a member of 
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Having examined the way consumers rank customer 

value determinants (see Figure 1) it was revealed that the 

performance of actors (average value 4.25), play (4.24), 

theatre attainability (4.19), locker-room service (4.14), 

direction (4.13), and atmosphere of the theatre (4.07) were 

ranked higher in all the theatres than the diversity of the 

repertoire (3.56), theatre installation (3.45), parking 

convenience (3.43), system of season-ticket (3.21), the 

opportunity, provided by the theatre, communication with 

actors, and directors (3.15). Having examined the ways 

that theatre visitors rank customer value determinants it 

was revealed that the determinants, which are related to 

core benefit and basic product levels, were ranked higher 

in all the theatres than determinants related to the 

remaining two product levels. 

Applying nonparametric statistical criteria according to 

MANN-WHITNEY and KRUSKAL-WALLIS (two-way test 

p<=0.05) the dependence of above analysed evaluations on 

socio-demographic criteria were tested. The results showed 

that all the attributes, depending on the gender of the 

respondents, females ranked them more positively. Indeed, 

younger visitors appreciated many of the attributes (except 

of the convenience in buying tickets, theatre installation 

and the work of the café), and conversely the most critical 

evaluations were presented by the respondents older than 

55 years of age. The research findings indicate that the 

consumers who visit theatres seldom (once per year and 

less) rank the majority of the 

mostly negatively. 

These findings suggest that the evaluation of the theatre 

products depends on the character of consumer 

involvement in the relationships with the theatre. It is 

necessary to point out, that in this paper, the character of 

the involvement in the relationships with the theatre is 

analysed considering the attendance frequency, without 

distinguishing the subscribers and single ticket buyers (this 

practice is popular in foreign researches, but it is 

inadequate for Lithuanian market). 

The accomplished analysis confirms that customer 

value determinants should be evaluated taking into 

consideration the influence of socio-demographic factors 

as well as character of cust

relationships with the theatre. 

The results of the empirical study revealed that the 

theatres investigated did not use any popular means to 

improve the relationships with their customers so far. On 

the other hand, the great percentage of the customers, who 

plan on another visit to the theatre (87.8 per cent), 

indicates that theatre provides adequate value that helps to 

maintain relationship with recent customers. On the other 

hand the number of custom

less (60.3 per cent). The analysis of customer future 

intentions, based on the frequency of attendance, also 

supports this conclusion.  

Analyzing the relations between the determinants of 

customer value and distinguished customer behavioral 

intentions which reflect the longevity of relationships, it 

could be stated that play itself (r = 0.642, when p<0.001), 

stage direction (r = 0.490, when p<0.001), decorations (r = 

0.453, when p<0.001), topics and actuality of repertoire (r 

= 0.402, when p<0.001), music (r = 0.305, when p<0.001) 

have stronger statistically significant relations with 

intentions to recommend than with other variables of 

performance has stronger relations with intentions to visit 

again than with intentions to recommend (accordingly r = 

0.466, p<0.001 and r = 0.443, p<0.001). All above 

mentioned customer value determinants are the attributes 

included in core and basic theatre products levels. 

Analysing the attributes, included into peripheral (extended 

and whole) product level, it could be stated, that only a 

subscription system (r = 0.580, p<0.001), price and its 

relevance (r = 0.403, p<0.001), response to request and 

complains (r = 0.403, p<0.001), have statistically 

analyzing the relations of whose determinants with 

statistical significant, relation (r = from 0.215 to 0.314, 

availability (r = 0.390, p<0.001) have stronger relations to 

intentions visit again than to intentions recommend. 

Meanwhile, results showed, that there are no relations 

intentions, so it could be stated that this attribute is 

judgments to visit theatre, to recommend it, or to subscribe. 

Also it could be stated, that there is no correlation between 

variety of repertoire and intentions to visit again, as there is 

no correlation between halls equipment, playtime and 

cloakroom service. Also it must be pointed out, that 

customer intention to subscribe was not detailed here as 

there were only weak statistically significant relations 

identified between intention to subscribe and theatre 

product attributes.  

The results of correlation between customer value 

determinants and customer future intentions allow us to 

confirm that the play itself and 

performance, stage directions, decorations (the attributes of 

core and basic theatre products levels) have greatest 

influence on customer future intentions to recommend the 

theatre and to visit it again. 

The relations, which have been revealed, must be 

evaluated for successful theatre product market 

development in order to avoid inadequate decision making 

as well as wasteful distribution of scarce theatre resources, 

while developing relationships with present consumers or 

attracting potential ones. 

Conclusions 

According to the results of theoretical research on 

customer value, its determinants and their importance for 

customer relationship longevity, it could be maintained 

that: 

A basis for gaining a competitive advantage in today's 

market is an ability to offer value that any competitor 

cannot do so. Thus, detecting customer value that 

company offers and identifying indicators that 

determine customer value might stipulate effective 

customer retention decision making in order to create 

and maintain long-term relationship with customers. 

Different concepts, which explain value creation and 

its delivering from customer perspective, are closely 

linked together, however, there is no any obvious 
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criteria identified yet that might ensure the one best 

way of distinguishing customer value determinants. 

After the analysis of the results of empirical research, 

seeking to identify theatre product customer value 

determinants and to find out their relations with customer 

relationship longevity (expressed in terms of behavioral 

intentions), it can be maintained that: 

Components that comprise different theatre product 

levels might be viewed as the theatre product customer 

value determinants, where integration of customer 

evaluation analysis from the components viewpoint 

allows identifying critical theatre activity areas with 

regard to customer relationship development, and 

taking adequate customer retention decisions. 

Having examined the ways that theatre visitors rank 

customer value determinants, it was revealed that the 

determinants, which are related to core benefit and 

basic product levels, were ranked higher in all the 

theatres than determinants related to the remaining two 

product levels. Also the dependence of these rankings 

on socio-demographic factors, as well as on the 

 involvement in the 

relationships with the theatre was revealed. 

The results of correlation between customer value 

determinants and customer future intentions confirmed 

that the play itself and artistic attributes (core benefit 

and basic product levels) are more important for 

customer relationship longevity (expressed in terms of 

intentions to recommend the theatre and to visit it 

again) than the remaining ones.  

Summarising it could be concluded, that extended 

product concept, which has been chosen as the essence of 

the empirical study, uncovers the components of an 

organizational offer (components manifest themselves 

through product levels situated around the core benefit), 

which contribute to customer value creation and are 

important to customer relationship longevity. 
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Vert  vartotojui ir jos svarba santyki  su paslaug  teik ju

 sektoriaus atvejis 

Santrauka 

 pasirinkimas priklauso nuo to, koki  vert

mon s pasi lymas. Taigi geriausios vert rimas 

yra vis  marketingo sprendim s vert s

inas pagrindiniu konkurencin

didinan iu veiksniu. Ta iau, kaip 

rodo mokslin s literat ros analiz

d s analiz s b d , bet ir d l pa ios vert s

sampratos. Vert rimas ir teikimas mokslin

literat  perspektyv , priklausomai nuo to, 

koki  metodologin s nuostat  laikomasi. Negana to, mokslininkai 

nesutaria s  tarp vert  ketinim

palaikyti santykius su paslaug  teik , kad vert

 ketinimus palaikyti ilgalaikius santykius 

 pasitenkinim . Tuo tarpu kiti autoriai teig ,

kad vert  tiesiogiai 

santyki

literat s perspektyvos, 

tak

elgsenai sprendimo pirkti pri

, vert t  b iai 

lygoms.  

Taigi vert , tiek 

praktini  tyrim iau aptartus probleminius 

 ilgalaiki  santyki

palaikym

pritraukimo s km , bet ir santyki tros galimybes, 

tyrimo s

 ir santyki  su 

 ketinim  palaikyti ilgalaikius santykius su paslaug

teik  teatr

 vert

 lemiantys veiksnys. 

 sistemin s literat ros 

analiz

s veiksnio svarba santyki  su 

 pasirinkimas priklauso nuo 

to, koki  vert mon s pasi lymas, veiksniai, skatinantys 

santyki tr , analizuotini vert s k rimo ir teikimo 

iau, kaip rodo mokslin s literat ros analiz ,

daugiausiai prek s teikiama vert

suvokiamos vert s svarb  preki

teikiamos vert s analiz  vien tik min tame kontekste, m s  nuomone, 

atspindi transakcin r , kadangi pagrindinis d mesys skiriamas 

s teikiama vert

 rinkiniui. Be to, 

rio ribotumus teikiant neap iuopiamumo, 

i nekaupiamumo charakteristikomis 

ias paslaugas, kuri .

ris  vert

b t  tai, kad vartot  gali kisti laikui 

b gant; tai yra, priklausomai nuo sitraukimo  santykius laipsnio, 

lymo vairi

 ilgalaiki  santyki

kontekste, suvokiant, kad 

pritraukimo s km , bet ir santyki

mon ms privalu s aspektus, kurie 

 palaikyti santykius su 

nutraukti.  

vien tiktai nusakyti, koki  naud

mon s pasi

literat ros analiz s

t  nuspr  turi b ti

pakeisti, kad mon  gal t  teikti didesn  vert  turint  pasi lym

Remiantis literat

teikiamos vert s determinant  svarbos suvokimas turi b ti 

mon  paskirstym  grup ms bei vert s

k ms organizavim .

 tai, kad vert stama pagrindiniu 

veiksniu, skatinan  palaikyti ilgalaikius santykius su mone, 

pabr s determinantus, bet 

santyki  nusakan iais kintamaisiais, taip galinant priimti 

atitinkamus santyki tros sprendimus.  

Mokslin s literat ros analiz  parod , kad vert

nagrin dis priklauso nuo to, kokiomis metodologin mis 

nuostatomis remiamasi. Remiantis literat

pagrindines vert s, 

galimybi  analiz .

stinio produkto 

 vert  determinant  identifikavimui, 

buvo pasirinktas teatro sektorius. Siekiant atskleisti teatro produkto, kaip 

vert i

teatro produkto lygmenys (pagrindin  nauda; bazinis produktas, 

komponentai. B

komponentai gali b

 vertinim  komponent s

 ketinim  tyrimais leist  identifikuoti kritines 

santyki trai teatro veiklos sritis bei priimti atitinkamus, 

 pl tr ius, santyki

determinantai nefaktorizuoti, kada

 ketinimais. Toks teatro 

produkt  vert  atskyrimas tikslingas siekiant 

ui aspektus bei 

priimti atitinkamus santyki tros sprendimus. Remiantis 

 tam tikrus 

s

 s  grupes sudaro s lygas

vertinimus vairi  teatro produkto teikimo aspekt

 poveik  santyki

pl trai turin

su paslaug  marketingo literat iomis nuostatomis d l

skirting  atskir  paslaug  produkto lygmen

 teatr

vert  vaidyba (vidutinis 

(4,24), teatro pasiekiamumas (4,19), 

aptarnavimas r bin ra (4,13), teatro atmosfera (4,07) 

visuose teatruose vertinama palankiau nei repertuaro vairov  (3,56), 

teatro sal s ranga (3,45), automobilio parkavimo patogumas (3,43), 

abonement  sistema (3,21) bei teatr  suteikta galimyb  bendrauti su 

 analiz

vertinim  priklausomyb  nuo socio-demografini  bei nuo 

sitraukimo  santykius su teatru pob

Nagrin  tarp teatro produkto vert  ir 

atskir  ketinim  kintam , nustatyta, kad pats spektaklis (r = 

0,453, kai p<0,001), spektakli  aktualumas bei tematika (r = 0,402, kai 

p<0,001), muzika (r = 0,305, kai 

 ketinimus nusakan iais kintamaisiais. Tuo tarpu 

aktori ketinimu lankytis pakartotinai nei 

su ketinimu rekomenduoti (atitinkamai r = 0,466, kai p<0,001 ir r = 0,443, 

kai p<0,001). Be to, stipriau  ketinimais 

 naud  teikiantys (pats spektaklis) ir bazin  teatro 

produkt  sudarantys (aktori

stinis ir visuminis lygmuo) teatro 

produkt  sudaran i  tik abonement  sistema (r = 0,580, kai 

p<0,001), kainos atitikimas suteikt  paslaug  kokybei (r = 0,403, kai 

p<0,001), reagavimas  pageidavimus ir nusiskundimus (r = 0,403, kai 



s

s

i

 s

vert  vartotojui, vert s determinantai, ilgalaikiai 

santykiai, vartotojo ketinimai, teatro produktas.


